theory of history directs the eye to its particular choices? First and obviously our eye seems guided by the mysterious authority of the decade, by that fiction which identifies a change in sensibility?if not a scheduled apocalypse?every ten years. It has long been a convention of cultural history to speak of the decades of the twentieth century as distinct entities. Each of these entities presumably bodies forth significant differences?otherwise why not think in twenty-or forty year periods? The Twenties, Thirties, Forties, Fifties, Sixties?and now the Seven The native line in American poetry is grappled to a style that refuses to be en cumbered by metrical restraints, that prefers to speak in its own voice, in the un ambiguous "I" of the poet who displays his sincerity as publicly as his genitals, and that reaches, often violently, toward a radical vividness in metaphor. These are not, of course, the exclusive characteristics of the style, but they are striking enough to warrant examination. We thus glance briefly at the notable changes in prosody, voice, and metaphor that mark the Sixties.
In the late Forties and 
